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HISTORY OVERVIEW  
 

In June 1943 the Teacher’s College was moved from 

Madzimoyo to Katete. Hannes Bruwer (Johannes Petrus 

van Schalkwyk Bruwer) was appointed the first 

headmaster as well as the head of the Mission Station.  
 

The first house for Bruwer and his family was a typical 

wattle-and daub-house.  
 

It served as adobe until the house he designed and build 

was completed. This house is still the home of the 

headmaster of Katete until today.  
 

Under his supervision the school was designed and built.  
 

The learners of grade 8 were taught to make bricks and the 

grade 9 learners how to build the ovens and fire the bricks. 
 

Students were also taught how to make “maluzi”, rope 

made from the bark of certain trees. This was used for the 

grass roofs. 
 

The learners were also taught how to treat freshly cut poles 

against insects. The long wooden poles were immersed in 

water for 8-10 days until all the thick, red sap had been 

replaced by water. The wood boring insects will then not 

attack the dry poles, which was also painted with tar as a 

further precaution. 
 

 

Upper school at Katete designed and build by Hannes Bruwer 1943 

HANNES BRUWER 
 

Johannes Petrus van Schalkwyk 
Bruwer was born on the 23 
September 1914 at Barrydale in 
South Africa. He attended the 
Barrydale Afrikaans Secondary 
School from 1920 to 1930 and 
the Montagu Afrikaans High 
School from 1931 to 1932. He 
attended the Wellington Training 
College between 1933 and 1934 
and obtained first class diplomas 
in teaching, Scriptural knowledge 
and religious dogma. After 
teaching six months in the district 
of Bredasdorp he left for Zambia 
in July 1935 and joined the 
missionary organization of the 
N.G. Church of the Orange Free 
State as an educationist. He held 
this post until 1951. During the 
period 1935-1951, he served as 
teacher at Kamoto, as principal of 
the Training School for African 
Teachers at Madzimoyo and 
Katete, and from 1944 as 
secretary for education in the 
East Luangwa province of 
Northern Rhodesia. 
 

In 1943 he established the 
education centre at Katete and 
served on the Government’s 
Advisory Council for African 
Education and on many other 
Government bodies and 
committees. 
 

He carried out research 
continuously between 1935-
51when he was working amongst 
the Cewa, the Nsenga, the 
Ngoni, Bisa and Kunda of the 
East Luangwa province of 
Zambia. 
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Henokkie, a Zambian woodworker, with the help of Mr. Piet 

Muller, taught the scholars how to manufacture window 

frames, doors and doorframes from Tamboti wood, which 

was available.  They also made the schools first desks from 

the wooden crates that were used in those days for 

transporting two tins of Pegasus Petrol. 

 

And so the building of the first school at Katete not only 

served as school but was also instrumental in teaching 

learners the art of design, making and firing of bricks and 

thatching a roof as well as the craft of woodwork. 

 

 

Telegraph received from President Kaunda 

 

 

Hannes and Cora Bruwer 
 

Whilst he was working in Zambia, 
he took his B.A. (with distinction) 
at the University of South Africa 

in 1945, and his M.A. cum 
laude in Indigenous Languages 

and Anthropology at the 
University of Pretoria in 1948. 
 

In January 1952 he was 
appointed senior lecturer in 
Anthropology at the university of 
Stellenbosch. From 1956 until 
the end of 1963, he was 
professor and head of the 
department. He took his 
doctorate of philosophy at the 
University of Pretoria in 1955. 
 

During his period at Stellenbosch 
he was a member of the 
delegation of the South African 
Government to the Conference 
of the Commission for Technical 
Co-operation South of the 
Sahara (September 1955); he 
was Government representative 
on the Council of the University 
College of Fort Hare; he was 
visiting professor at the School of 
Advanced International Studies 
of the Johns Hopkins University, 
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Letter received from President Kaunda 
  

U.S.A., 1959-1960; he was 
expert advisor to the General 
Missions Commission of the N.G. 
Cape Church (1959-1963); he 
was chairman of the Council of 
the University College of 
Zululand from 1960-63, a 
member of the Board of the Suid-
Afrikaanse Akademie (1961), 
and a member of the 
Commission of Enquiry into the 
affairs of South West Africa 
(1962-63). 
 

In January 1964 he was 
appointed Commissioner-
General for Ovamboland, South 
West Africa and in 1965 he 
became professor of Social 
Anthropology at the University of 
Port Elizabeth, and in 1967 he 
was also appointed vice-rector of 
the University. 
 

In 1965 he acted as Witness for 
the South African Government in 
the International Court of Justice 
at The Hague. He was also a 
member of the Council of the 
University of Port Elizabeth and 
the University of South Africa and 
a member of the Suid-Afrikaanse 
Akademie vir Wetenskap en 
Kuns. 
 

Hannes Bruwer died in the 
Rietbok air disaster at Kaizer 
Beach, East London on 13 March 
1967. 

 
 

 

   
Hannes Bruwer with students Bruwer family in front of house Pieter, 

Cora, Hannes with Griet and Bertha 
Head Teachers House designed and 

built by Hannes Bruwer, 1943 
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Today, Hannes Bruwer’s legacy lives on through the Missionary work of his 

daughters, Griet and Corrie. 
 

LETTER FROM GRIET LE ROUX (2001) 
 

While traveling in Zambia (October 2001) with my sister veterinary Dr. Corrie van Aardt and her 

husband Dr. Braam van Aardt, she told me about her dream of helping the local Tonga Tribe. They 

got involved with the Tonga Tribe after they bought a farm (Mize Boma) in that area. On their travels 

to the farm they got to know the local Chief, saw the poor condition of many local schools and realized 

the plight of the Tongas. 
 

These people living in the rural area of southern Zambia (see map) are very poor. Most of them live 

in a village, the home of a family, which sometimes includes grandparents, aunts and uncles etc. 

There are no electricity, no telephones, no piped water and virtually no roads. Houses are built with 

sun-dried bricks with thatch roofs. The area between the huts is void of most vegetation and the earth 

will be hard packed and swept every morning. This is to prevent insects, snakes and other vermin, to 

build nests. 
 

Most villages will share water supplied by a borehole provided by the government and equipped with 

a hand pump.  It is the traditional work of the younger women to draw water. As soon as a little girl 

can balance a bucket on her head, she would join in this task. Sometimes they have to walk up to 5 

kilometers or more to get water for their village. 
 

Their staple food is maize that is grown near the village and depends solely on rain for irrigation. 

Ploughing is done with oxen and a hand plough. This will be done by the men and weeding by the 

women with a hand hoe. 
 

Groundnuts are also cultivated and villages with their own water supply will have a food garden 

growing mainly kale, tomatoes and cabbage. Watering such a food garden is also done by hand. 
 

 

     
Our spouses help to repair broken 

machines 
Chief Kaingu's 
wife, Esnand 
with an outfit 

which she made 
during a course 

Mom with dress 
which she made 

for her own 
daughter 

Ladies learn how to lay out 
patterns 

We fetched the learners from 
different chiefdoms 
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Some villages will have chickens to provide meat (rarely!) and eggs. When we started visiting in 2001 

there were no cattle or goats or pigs etc. in this area. All livestock were killed by corridor disease. 

Small children were raised on a mixture of water and maize for the lack of milk. The first cattle we saw 

in that area was in 2006 and goats and pigs in April 2007. 
 

On that trip in October 2001 we visited the home village of Dorothy and Pastor Matthew Munsanda. 

In those days Matthew would visit his congregation on foot. The next year his church provided him 

with a bicycle and in 2005 with a 4X4 vehicle. Dorothy showed me her hand sewing machine that my 

sister gave her. It was a donation from the church. She asked me if I would teach her how to use the 

machine.  There was nobody in or near the village who could teach her.  Without thinking I promised 

her that I would come back one day to do just that.  That promise stayed in my mind and when 

my husband had to go on a business trip in November 2001, I asked a friend if she had a passport 

and if she would go with me to Zambia. 

 

  

Dorothy Munsanda, one of our first sewing 
students in 2001, Nyawa, Zambia. 

Cecelia Siasangu showing her finished articles. 

 

 

We collected everything that we thought we would need: a large folding table, chairs, fabric and all 

equipment for sewing as well as enough food for one meal per day for everybody in the village. We 

had no means of communicating with Dorothy and I just hoped that she would actually be home. 
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Getting to our destination took two long days. 
 

All I knew was how to get to Livingstone. We left at 04h00 on that 

Friday morning and traveled on the very good roads of South Africa 

to the border post at Gobblers Drift to be there when the border 

opened at 08h00. Crossing over the border into Botswana we had 

to pay the RTP Road Permit fee (P50) as well as the NRF Road 

Fund (P20). From there we followed the tarred road through 

Botswana to the border town of Kasane where we camped for the 

night. Between Nata and Kasane we saw 32 elephants on or near 

the road! 
 

On Saturday we decided to travel through Zimbabwe to visit the 

Victoria Falls. We had to cross the border into Zimbabwe paying 

the carbon tax required as well as the third party fees.  That 

afternoon we crossed the border into Zambia again paying carbon 

tax and third party insurance for Zambia. From Livingstone to 

Zimba the road is very bad, full of big potholes! At Zimba you turn 

left on a gravel road and go on until you reach a small town Nyawo. 

This road is only 40 kilometers long but so bad it took us 2 hours! 

At Nyawa we asked the local people to direct us to the village of 

Dorothy and Matthew Munsanda.    
 

We arrived at their home the evening of the 2nd day. After pitching 

our small tent, everybody came to inspect our “traveling” house! We 

camped there for three nights and during the two days while my 

friend Elsie van Eck was teaching Dorothy all she had to know 

about how to use her sewing machine, I called the rest of the 

women in the village together and taught them to sew by hand.  

At the end of the 2nd day Dorothy hand mastered her machine and 

sewed an outfit for herself and a dress for Faith, her little girl. The 

other women each made a handbag and a dress for a girl. 
 

While we stayed at their home, I saw some of the village life and 

realized the plight of those people. Every morning early before 

sunrise, Dorothy would be up and sweeping the village. Then she 

and the other women would go and draw water and heat it over an 

open fire they had to make. Everyone would take turn for a “bath” 

in a small enclosure.  
 

Porridge is made from maize for breakfast. If they have sugar they 

will use it otherwise it is eaten without. In the evening they will make  

My husband and I arrived at Dorothy’s 
village on 30 July 2010 after a long 
journey from our home in Saldanha on the 
West Coast of South Africa (3220 
kilometers!) What a wonderful surprise to 
find the clubhouse and storeroom 
finished! Money for the shelter and 
storeroom was donated by my husband 
Braam le Roux. The women gathered the 
grass and plastered the floors with a 
special clay that hardens without cement. 
The bricks was made locally and fired. 
The storeroom can lock and has a tin roof.  
 

We offloaded all the sewing machines 
and the rest of the equipment and pitched 
our tent.  
 

The next day we returned to Livingstone 
to pick up our daughters Rinette van Wyk 
and Lianti Muller as well as our 
granddaughter Marnel Muller who came 
to help with the workshop. My sister Dr. 
Corrie van Aardt was also on her way to 
join us.  
 

10 New learners arrived during Sunday 
1st August 2010. (9 Women and 1man as 
well as 10months old twins and a 8 
months old boy!)  
  

We provided tents and mattresses for 
sleeping as well as food for everyone. 
Dorothy’s Group donated maize as it was 
a good year for the crops. Chickens and 
fresh vegetables were bought locally. 
Two local women (Barbara and Memory) 
were employed to cook for us.  
 

Names of learners:  
Ennallah Chuunga, Praise Mukkuli, 
Margret Kabale, Idah Mwalabila, 
Minicaah Siamundele, Pricsilla Zimayi, 
Cecilia Siasangu, Queen Sibalwa, Virgine 
Hazaan and Godden Siapima (The young 
man who lost his leg after a snake bite)  
 

Each learner received a sewing machine 
donated by different people in South 
Africa. They also received a sewing kit 
consisting of:  
 

Big plastic box, scissors, paper scissors, 
loop-turner, quick unpick, pins with 
coloured heads, tape measure, hand 
needles, black and white cotton, marker,  

Sewing Workshop at Dorothy 
and Matthew Munsunda’s 

Village near Nyawo, Zambia 
1 August – 7 August 2010 
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a relish with greens and tomatoes if available, or share a chicken 

between everyone in the village. This is eaten with the maize. 

Dorothy, as head woman of the village, will dish up. Every house 

will bring one plate. On it she will put one spoonful of maize for each 

person in that house. In a small bowl she will put relish for the 

house. The people of the house will sit together to eat. One person 

will bring a pitcher of water so that everyone can wash their hands 

under a dribble of water. Then they eat with their hands out of the 

same dish, rolling the maize into a small ball and dipping it into the 

relish. I took my turn with the open fire cooking so that Dorothy could 

spend all her time learning to work with her sewing machine! 
 

On the morning of the second day the women took the dry corn 

stored in a small “hut” on poles and beat it with a stick to get the 

kernels off. It filled one bag. Then I took them with my vehicle to 

Nyawa where there was a hammer mill. They waited for their turn 

and had the corn milled into maize. That filled half a bag. I did not 

know how long half a bag of maize would feed their village..... 
 

Wednesday we had to pack up and leave. We left the table and 

chairs with Dorothy and in the space we had in our vehicle then, we 

were able to give a lift to a sick man and his family from a nearby 

village to the hospital in Zimba. Transport in those remote areas is 

very rare and if one has space in ones vehicle there will always be 

somebody to fill it! 
   

In March 2003 I visited Zambia again with an outreach group and 

saw Dorothy again. By this time she had started a women’s knitting 

group and she managed to teach Shelly Munsanda sewing on her 

machine. She also showed me some of the garments she had made 

for herself and her children on her sewing machine.                               

She told me that with her knowledge of sewing she was 

earning money for the first time in her life.  

She could now actually buy shoes and other things for her children! 
  

It was then that I realized how, by giving a little time and effort 

from my side, the life of a rural woman was changed.  
 

I knew that we could no longer wait for a building to start the “Share 

Your Knowledge” project in. We had to start with what we had, even 

if it had to be under the trees!  

pencil, pen, ruler, notebook, pencil 
sharpener, rubber.  
 

They also received fabric and buttons 
(mostly donations from people in South 
Africa) for each article they made and 
patterns which I prepared at home on 
Vilene for each garment they made.  
 

Because we travel so far we decided to 
incorporate the beginners and 2nd 
sewing courses.  
 

The workshop consisted in short of:  
1. Beginners course:  

Instructions on how to look after their 
machines.  
Sewing on paper without cotton to get 
used to the mechanism.  
Sewing strips of fabric together to learn to 
sew straight.  
Making a bag with their “strip fabric”.  
Making a bag with inset pocket and lining. 
Straight sewing.  
 

2. 2nd Course: 
Lay out of pattern on fabric and cutting 
out.  
Make boys top with V-neck and short 
sleeves and pants with set in pocket and 
elastic.  
Make girls dress with round collar, 
shoulder piece and puff sleeves.  
Make shirt with flat collar, set in sleeves 
and loops for buttons.  
Make reversible hat.  
 

On the last day 7 August 2010 Chief 
Nyawo and his wife came to hand out the 
certificates.  
 

Before we started on our journey back 
home, we stayed at The Mission of Love 
Community Orphanage. I was able to 
give 3 women the beginner’s course. 
They also received a sewing kit each. The 
orphanage had a sewing machine which 
they will use until we can give them each 
her own.  
 

They are Ennie Nabulembela, house 
mother (widow), Rachel Busiko, house 
mother (single), and Brenda Simulambo, 
the wife of Charles Simulambo who is the 
foreman.  
 
We also met with Gift Munsanda at the 

Mabwa Basic School and met some of  

Sewing Workshop at Dorothy 
and Matthew … continues 
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My sister and her husband had to arrange with the local Chief of 

Nyawa to organize the first sewing group. He chose ten women 

from 5 different areas and we decided to have the sewing 

workshop on their farm, Mize Boma. On the farm there is a large 

“rondavel” with mosquito netting serving as a kitchen as well as a 

thatch bathroom. There is water for washing but drinking water has 

to be brought in. 
 

So at last, in September 2005 we could travel to Zambia with 

everything we would need to teach 10 pupils the art of sewing! This 

time we were 4 women from South Africa traveling in two vehicles. 

We had to take everything we would need for the workshop and on 

the way had to get drinking water also.  
 

My sister received 5 hand sewing machines as donations from her 

church. The rest of the equipment for traveling and staying there 

and for the workshop, we donated ourselves. 
 

On the way we had some trouble with the one vehicle and had to 

sleep in the bush. Luckily we could sort it out the next morning 

when it was light enough to see!  
 

On the farm we had to pitch tents (part of the things we had to take 

along) for ourselves as well as for the women coming. Corrie had 

to go and collect the women with her vehicle. That took one day. 

The women live very far apart and roads are virtually non-existent. 

We also had to devise some shade for the working place. Tables 

and chairs (part of our load!) were put out and that evening when everyone was there, we shared our 

first meal together. On that occasion we realized that the women would not eat our western kind of 

food. From then on we would ask a local woman to prepare the food for the workshop. We had no 

problem sharing their kind of food with them! 
 

There were 12 women at that first workshop (and one baby and 4 pre-school children!) and I will refer 

to them as “Dorothy’s group”. Dorothy brought her own machine along and the rest would share two-

two a machine. Except Dorothy and Shelly, no one else had ever used a hand sewing machine before 

in her life!  
 

We only had 3 days to work and no light except daylight so we worked from first light till dark each 

day.  
 

These women new that they were my first group and that I was also experimenting on what was viable 

and what not. They did very well! Everybody made the same articles: a small bag for their sewing  

the orphans that she has in her sewing 
club. We also met the headmaster of the 
school. They are very enthusiastic about 
the sewing club.  
 

At Jennipher Mukkuli’s village we saw the 
burnt out remains of the small house were 
they kept the machines of her sewing 
school. They were devastated when they 
came back home one day after a funeral 
to find everything they have made and the 
sewing machines all gone, burnt to ashes 
and warped metal!  
 

From the new machines donated by 
Rotary the first 7 will be distributed to the 
Nyawo area:  
 

One straight sewing machine and one 
zig-zag machine each to the groups of 
Dorothy Munsanda and Jennipher 
Mukkuli and 3 straight sewing machines 
to the sewing club of Gift Munsanda.  
 

We plan to meet up with all these 
groups in 2011 for follow-up courses 
and then move to the Ithezi-Thezi area. 

 

Griet Le Roux 

Sewing Workshop at Dorothy 
and Matthew … continues 
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tools, (they had to learn how to sew straight first!) a child’s dress, a blouse and a shirt!  Because only 

two of the machines could zigzag, most of them had to make enclosed seams on the articles. 
 

The last evening while we were sitting around the campfire, I asked them what they were going to do 

with the new knowledge that they now had. 
 

Jennipher Mukkuli stood up and told us she never thought that something like this would ever 

happen to her!  
 

She was going to start a school to teach others. She was one of the best pupils of that group.  
 

When I saw Dorothy’s Group again for their 2nd course, Jennipher had two learners! She and Gift 

Munsanda shared a machine and they live a days walking apart! Each would have the machine one 

month at a time! We decided to give Jennipher her own machine. 
  

This year when I went to Dorothy’s village to give them their 3rd course, Jennipher was already 

teaching 11 other women! She told me that they were saving money from their sewing income to buy 

a second machine for their school. She brought us a goat from her new herd! The first two goats were 

bought with her sewing income!  
 

This sewing knowledge changed her life as it is changing the lives of her learners! 
 

Dorothy told me that for the first time this year she could pay her own way to attend a women’s 

forum run each year for the wives of pastors. 

The cost was K200,000.00 (about U$ 60) 
 

2009 

Dorothy could buy a bicycle with her sewing money and Jennipher’s school counts 15 women! Gift is 

now teaching at Mabwa Basic School and she has started a sewing club for orphaned pupils. Because 

of lack of equipment and materials she could take on only 15 children. Their aim is to earn money so 

that they can keep on going to school and not have to drop out because of lack of funding 
 

2010 

Dorothy bought two pigs with her sewing money and they have multiplied in the mean time! She could 

also buy a cow. 
 

We gave a sewing workshop for 10 new pupils--- 9 women and one young man who had lost one leg. 

We were able to give two courses: the beginners and the 2nd course. As before we supplied the tents 

and mattresses for sleeping and employed 2 young women to cook for everybody. This time the 

women donated maize as it had been a good season. We provided sugar, tea, milk, rice, oil and 

bought veggies and live chickens locally. 
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Each new learner gets a sewing kit: a large plastic box containing everything one would need for 

sewing. They also receive patterns which I make beforehand on Vilene for all the garments they will 

make in the courses. We also provide the material, cotton, buttons etc. which they will need to 

complete the garments. We were able to provide each learner with a hand sewing machine which was 

donated to us. 
 

In 2008 my husband, Braam le Roux donated money to the Nyawo community to be used to build a 

shelter and store room for Dorothy’s Sewing Group. We were so delighted when we came there for 

the workshop June 2010 to find it finished! It was so wonderful to be able to work in a shaded, cool  
 

area! The women collected the grass and also plastered the floor with a special clay that hardens. 

The bricks were fired and the store room has a lockable door and a tin roof! 
 

Unfortunately Jennipher’s room at her village where the 2 machines were kept, burnt down. Her 

sewing group was devastated! Braam gave money for her group to build a shelter and store room for 

them as well. We plan to give the group new machines. 

 

CURRENT INVOLVEMENT  
 

Visit to Malawi and Northern Mozambique during October / November 2017 
 

God willing, we plan a return visit to Malawi and Northern Mozambique during October/ November 

2017. 
 

Any donations for the following will be much appreciated. 
 

Bibles:   

 English  

 Chichewa  

 French  

 Portuguese  
  

Also good Christian books in above languages (They have no access to libraries or television). 
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Dzaleka refugee camp 
 

For Dzaleka refugee camp, Lilongwe, Malawi: 
 

Sewing: 

Our sewing trainees have started a sewing shop but are struggling 

with broken machines for which they cannot find parts. 
 

They now have electricity. 
 

 

Any type of sewing machine is welcome. 
 

Also:  

 Scissors  

 Thread  

 Needles  

 Pins  

 Ample pieces of material etc.  
 

 

The nursery school at Dzaleka Baptist Church has expanded to 

grade 4.  
 

They are urgently in need of the following: 
 

 Chalk and small black boards (30x30cm) 

 Any stationary and children's reading books 

 Educational toys 
 

For the refugees at Dzaleka:  

 Clothes  

 Soya  

 Milk powder  

 Cooking oil 

 
 

   

 

A few kilometers before Kalomo we 
turned west off the tar road and tried to 
follow our hand written directions 
towards this mission amongst the maze 
of intertwining small dirt roads. Once we 
reached the familiar cement bridge 
across the Ngwezi river we relaxed 
slightly, but then the roads forked again 
and again. We asked directions a few 
times and were overjoyed when a man 
recognized me as the one who had 
operated on the mission's bull a few 
years back. 
 

He offered to go with us and show us 
the way. 
 

Jako and Amber had lived permanently 
at this mission for more than ten years 
now.  From living in a tent, the mission 
has grown from the orphanage which 
houses the house moms and kids, 
the nursery school and nearly 
completed primary school to another 
house in Kalomo which houses the 
secondary school pupils. 
 

Jako also sets an example to the rural 
community with the cattle and pig 
farming. Most rural farmers do not 
vaccinate or dip their animals and when 
preventable diseases scourge the area 
most animals die. Now through Jako's 
example there are some farmers who 
sell cattle in time to enable them to buy 
dip and vaccines. 

 

Corrie’s letter of  
01 August 2017 
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Youth Development Centre  
 

Youth development centre Migowi, Malawi. 
 

In Migowi a small town in South Eastern Malawi the River Of Life Church has built a training facility to 

provide vocational and life skills to the less privileged people in the area.  
 

Office equipment: 

(New or Second hand) but in good working condition as there is no one nearby who can fix it. 
 

For example:  

 Computers  

 Laptops  

 A binder 

 Laminator 
 

We would like to donate a Canon Pixma G4400 Printer, Copier, Scanner, Fax to them because of the 

ease and low cost of replacing the ink. The cost of this printer is R 4000 and R 950 for extra ink. 
 

Sewing equipment  

For example:  

 Sewing scissors (any type) 

 Needles 

 Ample pieces of material etc. 
 

Woodwork equipment is also welcome. 

 

Northern Mozambique 
 

God willing about 600 pastors will attend the two different conferences in Northern Mozambique. 
 

 Money donations for food 

 Bibles in Chichewa or Portuguese  

 Tracts of the Gospel of John in Chichewa 
 

Short-term teachers in any knowledge or skill can also contact Share Your Knowledge:   

corrievanaardt@gmail.com 
 

 

We can arrange teaching trips.  
 

 

Maybe a group of men would consider building a playground at the refugee camp? 

 

 

mailto:corrievanaardt@gmail.com
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CONTACT INFORMATION AND BANKING DETAILS  
 

 

 

Share Your Knowledge 

NPO Nr: 2010/078 590 

 

Banking details: 
 

Share Your Knowledge 

Standard Bank 

Account nr: 13 419 334 2 

Branch: 050 811 00 

Swift Code: SBZAZAJJ 
 

 

 

Bybels vir Afrika 

NPO Nr: 2008/026 390 

 

Banking details: 
 

Bybels vir Afrika 

ABSA 

Account nr: 92 326 232 81 

Branch: 632 005 

Swift Code: ABSAZAJJ 
 

 

Contact Details 
 

Corrie van Aardt 

Email:  

corrievanaardt@gmail.com  
 

Griet Le Roux 

Email:  

griet99@gmail.com 
 

Website: 

www.shareyourknowledge.co.za 

 

 

mailto:corrievanaardt@gmail.com
mailto:griet99@gmail.com
http://www.shareyourknowledge.co.za/

